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Realizing the Internet of Things

Foreword
At the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2017, global leaders highlighted the development
of the internet of things (IoT) as one of the most significant emerging technologies, harbouring the
potential for massive societal impact. Recognizing this opportunity, the World Economic Forum,
the Auto-ID Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and GS1, the global standards
organization, collaborated to help define a path forward while ensuring a shared understanding of the
pressing challenges facing the development of IoT.

Jeff Merritt,
Head, Internet of
Things, Robotics
and Smart Cities,
World Economic
Forum

Over the course of 2017 and 2018, the Forum, the Auto-ID Lab at MIT and GS1 organized calls and
workshop meetings to gather input, case studies and insights from experts and key stakeholders.
Roundtable events were also held at the Forum’s Annual Meeting of the New Champions 2017 and
Annual Meeting 2018.
This White Paper presents the findings and outcomes of this work. It includes a framework for
analysing the space, the opportunities for impact and the challenges facing the IoT ecosystem. A
series of recommendations are also put forward to help government, the private sector and civil
society organizations work together to advance the development of IoT in the public interest.

Sanjay Sarma,
Professor of
Mechanical
Engineering and
Co-Founder,
Auto-ID Lab,
Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology, USA
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Executive Summary
The ability to sense the environment, and to formulate and
execute an action in response, is central to all vertebrates
and increasingly so to all things artificial. This is the driving
force behind the internet of things (IoT). Homes, businesses,
governments and systems that deploy sensors, gather
data to inform intelligent decisions and respond to the
environment can enable a safer, more sustainable, more
comfortable, healthier and more economically viable world
for humanity.
IoT fulfils these needs, and the growth expected is
staggering. Gartner predicted that IoT spend in 2016
would exceed $2.5 million per minute, and projects 1
million IoT devices to be installed hourly by 2021.1 HP
similarly estimates an 18% compound annual growth rate
in machine-to-machine connections, reaching 27 billion by
2024.2 A chorus of predictions by blue chip companies,
such as McKinsey and Cisco, echoes the same message:
IoT will see astronomical growth in the next decade.

The rise and expansion of IoT
IoT owes its growing potential in recent years to several
parallel developments over the last decade.
Hard-wired industrial automation goes back over 100
years. Over the last 50 years, automation has transformed
businesses, and the economic, performance, safety and
quality benefits are well understood. Automation needs
connectivity, and modern networking principles entered
the industrial realm in fits and starts with the likes of
the manufacturing application protocol/technical office
protocol more than 35 years ago – and later with Modbus,
Lonworks, CANbus and ethernet – but adoption in heavy
industries such as manufacturing favoured dedicated
“hardened” systems due to understandable concerns about
performance. These systems, meant to control factories
and plants, are referred to as Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA). In automotive systems, the CANbus
standard has dominated and become the foundation for
on-board diagnostics. However, the incredible advances in
sensing, networking and data analysis currently occurring in
home automation and consumer applications is only slowly
affecting the industrial world. But that change will accelerate
tremendously in the years ahead.
Many advances recently have been driven by consumer
demands for voice and data, combined with innovator
demands for ad hoc data networking – such as, say, a
flexible sensor and actuator system for watering plants in a
greenhouse – and have led to new paradigms in networking,
sensing and actuating outside the industrial automation
realm. As is often the case, the “lower” expectations for
performance in non-critical applications have allowed more
innovation and architectural creativity, leading in the end to
a dazzling set of systems and components, at lower costs
and, in many respects, with better performance. Today,
a broad palette of connectivity approaches is available
6
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to engineers, including everything from low-power radiofrequency identification (RFID) to 5G, and the alphanumeric
soup in between, whether a LPWAN (low-power widearea network) or 6LowPAN (IPv6 over low-power wireless
personal area networks).
While connectivity is a key element of IoT, computation and
sensors are two other key legs of the stool. The smartphone
combines all three and has driven a two-pronged revolution.
On the one hand, smartphones are the magic wand of
IoT, turning dumb objects into smart objects by their very
presence, by adding handy displays and controls where
needed, and by providing computation at a pinch. Uber, for
example, converts any old car into a connected vehicle that
can be tracked and located by a consumer (and vice versa).
On the other hand, the cellular industry has brought about
a stunning commoditization of sensor components – be it
cameras or gyroscopes, accelerometers or touch displays.
Batteries have become more stable, longer-lasting and
cheaper. Unbundled sensor modules are now easier to
embed in other devices such as thermostats and smoke
alarms. Embedded computation packs more bang for the
buck today. Radio chips are now more ubiquitous. And the
growth of RFID brings ubiquitous, disposable sensors much
closer to reality. This has snowballed now with the growth
of other industries, such as autonomous vehicles, robotics,
wearables and drones. Suddenly, LiDAR (light detection and
ranging) is going solid-state, infrared cameras are becoming
affordable and galvanic skin response sensors are becoming
commoditized.
While technologies are enabling to IoT, human capital is
paramount. The growth of talent that can manipulate the
various levels of the computational stack, and the hacker/
maker culture further fuelled by the rise of systems such
as the Raspberry Pi, have made the innovation in IoT an
irresistible force. Few household or industrial products today
– be it a home lock or a doorbell, a heating, ventilation and
air conditioning system or an elevator – have resisted the
inexorable force of IoT-based rethinking. These innovators
are now bringing their unconventional ideas back to more
mature industries – such as industrial automation and
vehicles networking. Tesla, for example, supports CANbus,
but really uses in-vehicle ethernet, enabling a more flexible
IoT approach.
So, while automation is not new, it is the amorphous,
pervasive (and often publicly) connected, ad hoc,
distributed, easy to design, easy to deploy, easy to
“mashup” and massively commoditized nature of the
sensing, computing and actuating enabled by IoT that
makes it a new and explosive capability. And it is now
impacting the industrial sector where it all started. Whether
a new building or a new oil rig, a retrofitted power plant or
a retooled manufacturing line, IoT is becoming an inevitable
part of the thinking – a lingua franca of sorts.

IoT is a new design language
Much has been written about the opportunity created by
IoT,3 but fundamental questions may confuse the issue
in the minds of business leaders. Is IoT a technology
that can be purchased? Is IoT a business practice? A
communications technology? How might one best think
about IoT? Until these fundamental doubts are resolved,
discussions about IoT will vacillate between arcane
questions about standards and technology, such as
6LowPAN versus Wi-Fi, and speculative guesses of the
return on investment (ROI) of IoT. This section presents a
way to think about IoT.
IoT may be thought of as a new design language. Consider
the business of designing buildings before the widespread
availability of electric power. Buildings had to be lit with
candles and, later, with gas.4 Running water was difficult to
deliver to upper floors without steam pumps and overhead
tanks. Elevators and escalators were rare because they
needed to be powered by hand or animals. Fire provided
heat, and cooling was impractical. The invention and
adoption of electricity and the subsequent development of
pumps, electric lights, elevators, escalators and modern
heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems together
heralded a whole new design language for architects.
Buildings, and the business of construction, were
transformed.
Similarly, IoT is best thought of as a new design language
for organizations, which helps them more effectively meet
the needs that their customers or constituents want.
Consider car rentals: the typical rental complex is usually
near an airport and houses hundreds of cars ready for pick
up. The reason is simple: keys need to be distributed and
collected, and mileages and fuel levels must be recorded.
With IoT, however, keys can be transferred electronically,
and mileage and fuel levels can be accessed remotely.
Suddenly, cars can be positioned where customers
want them: at the parking lot across the street from their
apartment, or in office parking lots. This was the new rental
paradigm invented by Robin Chase and Antje Danielson
when they founded Zipcar,5 which was quite possibly
the first consumer-facing IoT company. What Chase and
Danielson did was rethink the car rental business by using
the affordances of IoT’s new design language.

The new vocabulary

Computation, or intelligence, is a second capability.
Intelligent systems afford a level of customization for the
user’s experience impossible with connectivity alone. Smart,
connected thermostats can sense usage patterns and
suggest alternate heating and cooling schedules that reduce
energy consumption. Modern smartphones and voicecontrollable devices can implement new apps and skills to
make the user’s experience more satisfying. Analytics of the
compressor can detect an issue and prevent a breakdown –
transforming maintenance from a scheduled or preventative
paradigm to a predictive one. A general-purpose
computation platform that can morph and enlist local or
cloud-based resources to provide intelligent, adaptive
functionality can strengthen the relationship between
the customer and the vendor, and also provide insights
previously unavailable in conventional static products.
The third affordance of IoT’s design language is recruitment.
A single device may not have the functionality to create an
experience, but it may recruit other devices. Laptops can
be unlocked by a user when she is nearby wearing a smart
watch.8 A coffee machine may activate when a user has
woken because her wearable fitness device signalled it.9 The
smart thermostat in the earlier example recruits a phone’s
GPS to figure out when to turn up the heat and may also
recruit a comfort sensor on the user’s body to fine-tune
its setting.10 The compressor in the previous example can
recruit a local sensor to also record ambient temperature
and help diagnose the overheating problem.
The fourth and most seamless design component within
IoT is immersion, where connectivity, intelligence and
recruitment occur automatically and fluidly. As a user
walks from her home office to her deck on a balmy Friday
evening, a connected, immersive music system follows
her from room to room all the way to the deck;11 lights dim
and the music changes as her wearable detects a lowering
heart rate.12 Her car sees a calendar event and pulls out
to the driveway in anticipation of an upcoming dinner.13
Returning to the compressor example, a maintenance
engineer entering a jobsite is guided to the compressor
unit. A message to her mobile phone has informed her of
the impending issue, and replacement parts have been
ordered for her and are waiting for her to conduct a quick
maintenance operation before the next shift begins. As
she leaves, she informs the job foreman of the higher than
rated temperature of the jobsite and upsells him on the
appropriate compressor unit that has better cooling.

So, what are the elements of this new language? The
four key components of such language are presented
next. Clearly, connectivity is one. Connectivity, implicit
in the “I” in IoT, enables remote device operation and
data collection. Whether a remotely operable lock,6 so a
homeowner can let a visitor into her online rental property,
or a thermostat that can be monitored from a phone or
controlled by a cloud platform to activate when a family
member approaches the vicinity of home,7 or a compressor
driving the pneumatics in a construction site that can
report the vibration it is sensing in the motor, connectivity
is a powerful capability. However, it is only one of several
capabilities enabling the IoT.
Realizing the Internet of Things
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Rethinking Business and Government in an Era of IoT
As highlighted in the previous section, IoT forces us to
question the traditional concepts of products, services
user-interfaces and capabilities. Does a coffee machine
need its own app store?14 Should a mattress detect sleep
patterns?15 These ideas may seem outlandish but they
rethink the customer experience using the new design
language of IoT.
The rethinking may also involve a reimagination of the
business model of an industry. Uber and AirBnB are
examples of two-sided markets that have disrupted the
business models of the transportation and hotel industries,
respectively. Amazon Prime unbundles the shopping list
of the consumer and enables a form of streaming supply
that is exploited by the Amazon Conversational Commerce
family including Dash, Echo and Dot. Ring, recently acquired
by Amazon, is an IoT doorbell that works off a subscription
service.16 It is hard to imagine a subscription for a doorbell –
but the Ring product uses a connected camera and imageprocessing to offer greater value to the customer.
Governments and citizens, in many ways, have the most
to gain from IoT in pursuit of comfort, convenience, safety,
security and sustainability. Whether it is water quality or
detecting leaky water pipes, traffic safety or emissions
reduction, plant performance or equipment maintenance,
sensors and intelligent actuation can have a significant
impact. However, where to start and how to fund these
activities remain critical, even paralysing questions. In the
end, these systems need to interoperate. The trade-offs
between starting too early and building disconnected
islands, or starting late and foregoing benefits are difficult to
negotiate. Yet progress must be made, especially in the face
of pressing goals – whether the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) or economic imperatives.

An era of convergence
The vocabulary of this new design language is more
expansive than IoT alone, though it is often the glue that
holds things together. Is a self-driving car an example of
IoT? Is it a robot? Does it involve the cloud? Is it an example
of machine learning? Does it rely on computer vision? Or
is it all of the above? Clearly, the answer is the latter – this
is an era of convergence, one in which the new language
of business is becoming more and more powerful. The
ubiquity of the smartphone makes IoT even more real and
imminent as an opportunity – and a threat – for businesses.
Even blockchain and related technologies are a part of this
new language. Supply chain tracking using transponders,
recorded in distributed ledgers, has been suggested as a
way to assure provenance and product integrity.17 18
The convergence has a snowball effect. New ways to
collect, process and interpret the flow of data are emerging
– whether they be voice or video, temperature readings or
traffic sensors. Computation is evolving by blending cloud
computing with ground-level edge computing – also called
8
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fog computing.19 Each of these new concepts add a new
noun, verb or adjective to the growing vocabulary of the
new design language that the people designing products,
services and, more importantly, experiences can leverage.

The risks of IoT
For all its opportunities, IoT has challenges. Consider
connectivity: there are myriad standards ranging from
ZigBee to Z-Wave, from Wi-Fi to Bluetooth, from a number
of LPWAN standards (LoRA, SigFox, NB-IOT) to RFID. The
inevitable rise of 5G will become a driving force in IoT and
the Fourth Industrial Revolution. Fragmented standards
can be challenging, though the dream of total technical
convergence may be misplaced. It can be argued that
different standards are here to stay and serve different
goals. LoRA addresses long-range, ultra-low power and low
bandwidth communications whereas Wi-Fi addresses lowrange, higher-power and high-bandwidth communications.
Standards at other areas of the IoT must be carefully
assessed in terms of cost and performance trade-offs
across many dimensions. Computation, intelligence, scale
and accessibility create new cybersecurity challenges.
The growth of software on a cyberphysical system creates
terrible new possibilities like those exploited by Stuxnet20
and the Mirai Botnet.21 In cyberphysical systems, the
failure modes are more widespread and coupled with
common tasks and jobs – does a technician replacing
an instrumented valve in a power plant also need to be a
cybersecurity expert? Protocols and training are needed to
ensure security. Trojan-horse hardware and software pose
another challenge; the consequences are greater when the
physical world is involved.22
This is the brave new world that awaits businesses in the
21st century – one of great opportunity but also threats,
both competitive and malicious. In the sections that follow,
the key issues faced by business and government in an
era of IoT are laid out and a framework is offered for how
the global community can take on these challenges for the
greater good of society.

Five Pillars Shaping the Development of IoT
The many uncertainties in the future development of IoT
may be organized into five categories, or pillars, summarized
below.

1. Architecture and standards
Scalable, future-proof and cost-effective architectural
choices are essential to IoT’s long-term success.23
Architectural choices today may lock companies into
long-term trajectories that can make or break IoT
businesses. Reference architectures provide precompetitive
frameworks and serve to enable two purposes: a) enable
the development of standards with dependable interface
and touchpoints, which in turn are necessary for a healthy
vendor ecosystem; and b) enable best practices that ensure
both widespread adoption and a healthy ecosystem that is
relatively free of performance or safety issues. Architecture
and standards are important not just for software and
communication – data require careful thought as well.

2. Security and privacy
Security and privacy must be designed in from the
start. According to a Cisco/Jasper study, a mere 9% of
consumers trust their data to be secure when stored online,
with only 14% agreeing that companies provide appropriate
transparency and clarity in explaining their data usage and
sharing policies.24 Despite the largely negative sentiment,
42% of consumers are unwilling to disconnect their lives
from the internet, in part due to the pervasive integration
of the technology into various beneficial services.25 Clearly,
consumers are uneasy with their IoT presence and they
perceive increasing security and improving transparency
as must-haves. For all its benefits, IoT increases the attack
surface of systems and connects two hitherto unrelated
concerns: cybersecurity and safety.

4. Organizational development
IoT is not IT. Using and benefiting from IoT often require a
fundamental rethinking of the business, and “speaking the
new design language”. GE Aerospace famously claimed
to be in the business of thrust, not engines. This was
predicated in part on the idea of instrumenting engines and
monitoring them remotely – an early example of IoT. Such
rethinking requires three components: executive leadership,
a realignment of incentives across the organization and,
perhaps most importantly, a massive upskilling of the
organization to learn the new design language.

5. Ecosystem governance
New technologies often create new ecosystems with little
governance, either self or external. This cycle tragically
repeats itself and usually involves competing technologies,
competing vendors, varying public opinion and national
and, increasingly, international regulators. Simply put, IoT
needs a governing group. A number of questions in the IoT
space, including standards, privacy, security, architectures,
business cases, etc. – as discussed previously – urgently
require collective attention in the form of the development of
industry best-practices and self-governance.

3. Shared value creation
The anticipated benefits of new technologies in the early
days are often rather bleak.26 In a Dell report, 48% and
27% of survey respondents list budgetary constraints and
unclear financial benefits as barriers to IoT investment,
respectively.27 Investment in IoT will therefore require
leadership and vision. For cash-strapped cities and
governments, though IoT investments can lead to significant
upsides in operational expenses and consumers benefits,
the initial investments can be daunting. Public infrastructure
may therefore lag in adoption. Value created must also be
shared – consumers must see the benefits of a smart meter
installed by a utility system rather than feeling as if they are
the victims of pricing games.28 Buy-in across the value chain
is necessary to ensure that IoT is seen as a tide that lifts all
boats rather than a technology for changing the dynamics
between players.

Realizing the Internet of Things
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Key Challenges and Opportunities
The continuously evolving ecosystem of IoT presents unique
and impending challenges that must be addressed not in
an ad hoc and piecemeal manner, but by considering the
bigger picture. With this in mind, issues related to the five
pillars more holistically are examined below.
IoT challenges are society-wide and enterprise-wide.
As society grapples with a range of issues – such as
sustainability, security and demographic shifts – the ability
to sense, communicate, infer and act become necessary
and indispensable in building a smarter, more efficient
and more comfortable world. The growing acceptance
of technology, which is now becoming a hunger for
dazzling new functionality, is fuelling new categories of
companies with novel offerings with creative revenue
models – ones that the existing business and technical
lexicons can barely describe. With the rise of payment
technologies, such as cryptocurrencies,29 and the newly
minted IoTa,30 even payment methods are reaching far
into uncharted territory. However, there are issues with
growing such a pervasive technology so broadly and in as
decentralized a way. Challenges facing the IoT ecosystem
include implementation, interaction and intrinsics. Some
challenges stem from technical issues, others policy
issues or organizational dynamics, and still others might
be governance-related, all impeding the realization of the
greatest benefits or the prevention of downside.31 32 33 A
broad viewing angle is necessary to ensure an optimal
outcome for society at large.

Architecture and standards
Successful architectures are not always obvious. For
example, alternating current, or AC, which made the
modern electric grid possible, was a counter-intuitive idea
pioneered by Tesla in the face of ferocious competition
from direct current (DC) and its formidable backer, Edison.
Packet-switched networks, cellular telephony and the
World Wide Web are other examples of architectural
breakthroughs.
IoT is in pressing need of a breakthrough reference
architecture. Several questions are unanswered. Should the
communication be peer-to-peer? Should the computation
be local? Others pertain to where the computation will
occur: at the device, at the edge or in the cloud?
Two key patterns are emerging. The first is the concept
that was initiated contemporaneously as Cloud Things,34
Digital Twins35 or digital mirroring. The basic idea is that IoT
objects in the real world will be mirrored in the cloud with
virtual equivalents. In some ways the concept predates even
the two technical references above – the iTunes account
attached to an iPod being one of the earlier commercial
examples. However, the extent of the mirroring, combined
with the additional functionality in the cloud and the ability
to control, drive and protect the IoT object through its
guardian in the cloud, is the area where a great deal of
10
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progress is occurring.36 Furthermore, the communication
itself can occur between the cloud instances rather than
between the actual IoT devices unless the latency cannot
be tolerated (which, in a surprisingly large proportion of
applications, it can). This enables a new form of security in
which the digital twin, with its vastly superior resources in
the cloud, can enable a new form of security that is referred
to as the Cognitive Firewall. The Cognitive Firewall is a selflearning system capable of evaluating commands for safety
in context and only allowing those safe commands to pass
from the Cloud to the end device for execution.37
The second pattern is what is variously captured by socalled edge computing and fog computing. The basic
idea is that some computation can and needs to occur
locally to ensure responsiveness and to save bandwidth
when that is important. On the other hand, some heavierweight computation needs to occur in the cloud. A
simple example of this form of distribution of computation
occurs in voice assistants such as Alexa, Siri, Google and
Cortana. The detection of the wake word, such as “Hey
Google” or “Alexa”, occurs at the edge with an always-on
signal processing system but the actual heavy lifting of
understanding and routing the query string, such as “read
me the news” occurs in the cloud.
Evolving the ideal architecture requires iteration and
refinement. A test bed is extremely effective, and often a
necessary precondition, for evolving good architectures.
ARPANET is a prime example of a government-initiated
test bed. Successful architectures become references –
so called reference architectures – that others can adopt
with confidence of success. In IoT, the Industrial Internet
Consortium (IIC) has led a series of activities around test bed
creation with use cases and business needs.38
Architectures and standards are closely interrelated. The
architecture defines the touchpoints and the interfaces
where standards may be defined. In the World Wide
Web, the hyperlinking architecture drove the two new
and key standards: HTTP and HTML. In the IoT world,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee, 6LowPAN and RFID are
jostling for last-meter LAN connectivity. At the same
time, new approaches, such as LPWAN, are enabling
unprecedented levels of connectivity at long ranges with
low-power objects. LPWAN is intended not for realtime control at all, but for relatively infrequent status
updates at low bandwidths and at very low battery
levels. Each of these protocols occupies a different
point in the multidimensional space, consisting of axes
for power consumption, bandwidth, range and latency.
For example, Wi-Fi is designed for high bandwidth,
low-latency but relatively high-power applications, such
as video cameras, while LPWAN is meant for relatively
infrequent communications with, say, a tank level sensor.
The absence of a dominant standard has driven IoT into a
wild-west status.

Intellectual property, licensing and the ability to use
standards freely are key measures of the effectiveness
of a standard. Too often standards are burdened by
intellectual property rights and require cross-licensing.
Stipulations, such as Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory
(RAND) licensing, can help mitigate the friction in standards
adoption but require careful construction of IP agreements.
Understanding which standard is best for which application,
and which architecture, will be necessary to lay out the
relevance of various standards under development, and
where to play.
Other related questions on architectures and standards
revolve around how the data are generated, how the data
are made portable across applications/devices and how
data reuse is supported. Data portability and reusability
are critical to reducing operational costs and enhancing
application and service capabilities. McKinsey states that
interoperability is necessary to unlock more than $4 trillion
in unrealized economic impact in IoT by 2025 (36% of the
maximum $11.1 trillion economic benefit from the same
study).39 For example, individual car brands can collect their
own traffic data – or better data can be aggregated by the
entire fleet, using crowdsourcing.40 Building on such an
example, connected products may fundamentally change
the way in which traffic management, road maintenance,
autonomy, vehicle warranty services and maintenance are
delivered. Yet today, such standards are rare.

Security and privacy
Security and privacy are related but apply to different
concerns. Privacy deals with issues – intent, policy and
procedures – related to personally identifiable information
(PII). As with many computing and networking systems, IoT
has a large impact on both issues: privacy and security. A
cloud-backed home security camera may track a person’s
movements. The privacy questions are around what the
homeowner’s rights are over the data, as opposed to that
of the cloud provider. The security question relates to the
protection of the device and the cloud from hacking by a
third party.
IoT fundamentally expands the PII reach of computer
systems and the size of the attack surface. An industry
study by Dell notes that the scale of IoT creates unexpected
opportunities for hacking.41 While 75% of respondents to
a Forrester survey indicated that security was important
or very important, 60% identified the area as a significant
challenge.42 Building and maintaining an IoT system
is complicated. There are no clear and agreed upon
architectures to simplify development. Systems may be
secure independently, but by the time glue layers are
developed to link dissimilar systems, weak links and new
attack surfaces have been introduced.43 The next war will
likely be fought through the cyber-takedown of a country’s
infrastructure. Hacked power grids and exposed citizens are
hardly the signs of a responsible industry.
As physical and digital systems converge, unintended
consequences become an increasing and significant risk in
IoT ecosystems.44 This includes challenges hitherto unseen
in the technology world, such as Trojan-horse hardware

and software (for example, a webcam innocently brought
into a factory, in which lurks malware that can infect the
SCADA system), the confluence of even simple workflows
with IoT functionality (an innocent valve may tomorrow
have an embedded computer), and the attendant need to
upskill, and so on. A default password can be all a malware
needs to take residence inside an installation. Uniquely in
this new world, safety considerations and cybersecurity
considerations converge. What might have been an
unintended safety lapse in the pre-IoT world can become
a weapon in the hands of a remote malicious party in the
IoT world. For example, the automotive staple CANbus
may be inadequate for the challenges of security in a more
interconnected world and new security solutions for IoT are
being explored. A series of security holes has illustrated the
need for rethinking.45
Security and privacy must be considered at the very start
of the IoT journey.46 Meanwhile, many who may think
they have not started the IoT journey are probably already
unwitting participants in the IoT ecosphere. If a system
has electronic control, and it has even the most indirect
connection to the internet, it is vulnerable to an IoT hack.47 48
This is a very significant problem – a 2014 World Economic
Forum report estimated that by 2020, cybersecurity issues
may result in as much as $3 trillion in loss.49 The reality is
that, with the events witnessed in 2016 and 2017,50 51 that
number may underestimate IoT’s potential risk exposure.
Here is another difficulty in addressing security: there are no
adequate IoT test beds, nor, as noted earlier, stated best
practices in the form of reference architectures. And, sadly,
the repercussions for insecurity are not sufficient.52 A new
approach to security and privacy, such as the Cognitive
Firewall, is needed.
Individuals and businesses often resist IoT adoption due to
a lack of confidence in today’s privacy-preserving measures.
Identity and trust are fundamental to ensuring sustainable
growth. For example, an IoT valve being installed on a
network must be able to show that it is certified for that
installation, and the person installing the valve should be
able to show that he or she is authorized to do so. This is
a complex chain of actions, and one that goes well beyond
our current conception of security protocols. Immediate,
thoughtful community attention is needed to take on these
issues. GS1 numbers can be used to identify products
before they are using carriers such as barcodes and
electronic product code (EPC) RFID. In a network, the Media
Access Control address can be used to uniquely identify a
device, and the Internet Protocol address can be used to
communicate with the device. However, in IoT, identification
is also needed for people to identify who is authorized,
for example, to set up which device, when and how. This
“soup” of identification has not been clarified and is resulting
in different work practices, yielding potential security risks.
As indicated previously, voice, video, gesture and other
similar interface standards create a whole new class of
privacy questions. Voice can be used to “jump the airgap”, i.e. communicate without using the network at all. A
recent Burger King commercial on TV simply asks Google
Home to read out a longer description of its products.53
Could this capability be used to unlock a smart door? The
Realizing the Internet of Things
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Amazon Echo, meanwhile, erroneously recorded a man’s
conversation with his wife and sent it to an employee.54 Is
it okay for a voice-based device to detect the mood of the
person and market accordingly? It is not unlikely that an AI
engine will one day be capable of recognizing a disconsolate
user and market liquor. Brain interfaces or neural interfaces,
the stuff of science fiction, are also now becoming a
reality.55 Wearables can create a ubiquitous human-machine
connection. These capabilities are powerful but, in addition
to obvious privacy threats, also create security threats.
Fortunately, there is much research on privacy that can
be brought to bear on these questions. Several of the
solutions are technical.56 57 While the research on privacy
is too extensive to describe here, the work of Sweeney
on k-anonymity58 and that of Dwork in differential privacy
are starting points.59 The extensive work in academia and
research labs can be applied on this important topic.
One of the issues with IoT is the number of invisible
connections that can proliferate between systems.
Visualization tools can help end users to understand the
flow of their data: what is shared, with whom, and for what
purpose. For example, an augmented reality device that can
help see which device is talking when and to which other
device can build both understanding and trust.60
In addition to privacy and security are the questions related
to policy. During the development of the EPC suite of
RFID standards, the industry adopted a number of new
principles, including notice and choice. The new General
Data Protection Regulation from the EU has created specific
guidelines that raise the bar for privacy protection. Security
deals with the ability to protect systems from intrusions.
IoT may trigger new regulation – which may be good or
bad depending on whether it is thoughtful, reactive or an
overreaction.

Shared value creation
In many ways, the apparently logical search for value seems
to be one of the more paralysing aspects of IoT adoption.
Consider first the individual organization. ROI calculations
are extremely difficult to construct in the early days of any
new technology for a large number of reasons. First, many
such calculations are necessarily conservative. The myriad
uses of enabling technologies, such as computers, the
World Wide Web and mobile phones, could not have been,
and were not, anticipated. The anticipated benefits of these
technologies in the early days were often rather bleak.61 As
referenced earlier, in a Dell report, 48% and 27% of survey
respondents list budgetary constraints and unclear financial
benefits as barriers to IoT investment, respectively.62
Second, early ROI analyses tend to be limited to silos of
benefit – whereas a holistic view of a technology such as
IoT can lead to broader benefits.63 64 As mentioned, IoT
can be transformative; yet many analyses only consider the
incremental benefits of IoT. Third, issues such as customer
engagement and unintended upsides are inherently difficult
to calculate, and so are often ignored. Making matters
more complicated are the rapidly changing perceptions of
customers today. What was innovative a year back may
become today’s table stakes. As consumers become more
12
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used to voice assistants, traffic-aware navigation systems,
smart watches and self-driving cars, their base expectations
for the value of IoT often increase more rapidly than
companies can recognize.
A second stumbling block for IoT is the appropriation of
value across the ecosystem. Ultra-high frequency (UHF)
RFID fell into a trap that illustrates this point. Ideally, RFID
was intended to make the entire supply chain more efficient.
However, when retailers mandated suppliers to tag their
products, a new dynamic emerged: suppliers complained
that while they paid all the costs for tagging products,
it was retailers that would reap the benefits in terms of
better inventory management and reduced costs. This
tension paralysed progress in RFID adoption for nearly
a decade. Eventually, progress was made in RFID not
because of cross-partner coordination, but in closed-loop
implementations, where the entity bearing the price of
tagging also reaped the benefits. So, for example, instead
of a supplier tagging a shirt, and using that tag to improve
its own supply chain as well as that of the retailer, the retailer
would apply the tag and benefit from that information only in
its own half of the supply chain. This was suboptimal – and
another form of siloing of business cases. IoT could suffer
from the same problem without openness to informationsharing and shared value. Avoiding this pitfall also requires
an ecosystem view that seeks out the greater good,
documents successes and establishes best practices –
thereby giving courage and precedent to early adopters who
wish to make the leap.
The issue is particularly pronounced for government
infrastructure. Today, the value of everything from smart
grids to instrumented water supplies depend on critical
investments in the underlying IoT infrastructure. Yet
few governments have the wherewithal to make these
investments. Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are a
powerful and economically sustainable way for cities
and governments to draw investment and expertise to
upgrade facilities for the better of society. Templates and
best practices for PPPs are needed to ensure orderly and
beneficial adoption. For example, many cities and countries
will likely benefit from IoT investment in smart street lights,
say, or smart parking meters.65 66 Rate-base investments
from private entities can create the investment pipeline
desperately needed.
The ultimate benefit of IoT will be sustainability. According
to an analysis by the World Economic Forum in partnership
with IoT Analytics, 84% of IoT deployments are currently
addressing, or have the potential to address, the SDGs.67
Indeed, many of the technologies described above affect
several of the SDGs. This will ensure that the value of IoT is
shared across all of society, and indeed humanity. A robust,
smart grid that is two-way, and that can absorb power from
homes, as well as supply power to homes, will contribute
to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. This requires
a great deal of IoT infrastructure, ranging from phase
measurement units to sensors and switches in homes. The
shepherding of this grand future requires broader systemic
thinking across industries and nations than is currently
occurring.68

Organizational development
IoT will create ripples that cascade across the organizations
with positive and negative consequences. Almost onethird (30%) of business leaders believe IoT will unlock
new revenue opportunities with 23% believing that IoT will
change their company’s models of operation, including
internal operations.69 Specifically, IoT can be leveraged as a
boon to business innovation, as cited by 53% of respondent
organizations in IDG’s study, as well as reduced costs,
cited by 50%.70 Benefits will be disproportionate across
organizations and will therefore require a single-minded
focus on overall company success. For example, a change
in business model from a one-time sale approach to a
subscription or service approach will likely change sales
patterns, with traditional sales metrics taking a hit. Handling
these changes will require organizational determination.
Corporate leadership will become essential in the face of
these challenges, and tolerance of failure will be a defining
factor. For all the success of Amazon Echo, consider this:
by any standard, the Amazon Fire Phone was an abject
failure.71
IoT is also expected to affect the business models of
companies. Currently, Ford Motor Company is confronting
a new future in which products are replaced by services in
much the same way as GE did: by testing the transportation
as a service market through its acquisition of Chariot.72
Initiatives such as these will change incentives, practices
and skills across the company, requiring further executive
leadership and a steady hand on the tiller.
IoT will exacerbate the skills gap facing many
organizations and even nations.73 This will be especially
challenging in the emerging gig economy, in which
workers are more likely to be freelancers and possibly
transient. Traditional IT skills translate only partially to
the IoT sphere. Knowledge of protocols, hardware,
security, privacy and the cloud are a starting point for
IoT implementers. General rank and file employees will
also need to upgrade their skills to deal with IoT, just
as they have had to with basic computers. In response
to the question: “Does a plumber have to become an
IoT expert?”, the answer, to some extent, is “yes.” The
plumber needs to have enough knowledge to know how
to ensure that security protocols are followed, ensure that
the device is authorized, to initiate the IoT valve, to test
it, and to monitor it during use. This level of retraining is
unprecedented, and the new reality. Employee upskilling,
whether through online courses or virtual/augmented
reality, through apprenticeship or traditional classes, will
possibly be the clarion call of the IoT age.
The emergence of IoT also involves the development of
new manual protocols, systems, checks and balances. For
example, the checklist required to change an IoT-equipped
valve will be very different than a traditional valve. At the
same time, the data from the valve, and the signal sent to
control the valve, must be handled differently to extract
maximum performance without compromising safety.
The development of these new procedures will require
an extensive new activity, parallel to the training activity
described above. In many ways, this is the curriculum for

the training. However, the new normal will be the continuous
updating of these protocols and procedures as technology
evolves rapidly. For example, the sensor on the valve may
have a battery that lasts one week today but may increase
to one month in a few years as battery technology, as well
as power electronics, improve. This will require an update to
the protocols. Deploying hardware that can be updated via
software in the field will become the new normal.
New technologies also require new behaviour patterns by
customers. For example, an electric car in the hands of
the customer may not perform very well if the customer
does not charge it appropriately. A connected car may
deliver a great deal more benefit if connected to the home
of the customer (to turn the thermostat on, as discussed
previously, for example). In other words, the company’s
product offering is now part of a larger ecosystem,
and integration with that ecosystem becomes more
important. This will require, on the one hand, a new class
of engineering – ecosystem engineering – which makes
the ecosystem foolproof and the products responsive to
real-time use and user demands74 and, on the other hand, a
new class of marketing functions that includes educating the
customer.
A central theme in this coming revolution is upskilling. There
is a great deal of worry across the world about the future
of work. Yet IoT presents both a challenge and a massive
opportunity. Leveraging new educational approaches
(e.g. online), combined with new educational paradigms
(e.g. intense, short, in-person programmes at community
colleges and companies across the world, new virtual/
augmented reality-based worker training/assistance
programmes and new credential schemes), it is possible
to create a new cadre of employees and creators who can
have gainful, productive employment in this new world.

Ecosystem governance
The IoT ecosystem suffers from an odd problem: too little
governance at a holistic level and yet too many competing
governance mechanisms at the level of individual standards.
There is a dire need to collaborate, self-govern, self-certify,
establish best practices, develop cross-border agreements
and even self-police. As recent events from the social media
and cryptocurrency world show, there is often a wild-west
approach when new industries emerge. Other technology
revolutions have had to face similar issues. In the case of
the internet, it was the Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA) that acted as the “sheriff”, guiding convergence, a
shared sense of purpose and an aspiration for the greater
good. For the World Wide Web, the W3C consortium served
a similar purpose.75 Creative Commons similarly promoted
and brought order to the sharing and reuse of creative
works.76 In the case of EPC UHF RFID, it was the AutoID Centers, first at MIT, then at Cambridge, ETH Zurich,
the University of Adelaide, Keio University in Japan and
Fudan University in China, all backed by over 100 sponsor
companies and GS1, that were collectively able to drive a
unified standard. The Auto-ID work was then absorbed into
GS1, which took on the mantle of creating shared guidelines
for everything from standards to privacy. (A co-author of this
document, Sanjay Sarma, was a key part of this effort.)
Realizing the Internet of Things
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The wild-west nature of IoT has manifested itself in many
ways: the security and privacy issues listed earlier, the
balkanized standards, the lack of anonymized data-sharing
for the greater good and sudden shifts in standards.
The selection of NB-IoT is one such example.77 Another
path forward is possible, however. A salutary lesson on
cross-industry standards, digital rights management and
consumer reactions in a non-IoT environment can be found
in the case of Keurig’s approach to coffee pods.78
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Recommendations
IoT must be thought of not simply as a method to seek
incremental improvements but rather as a new design
language to rethink and transform organizations and
business. Leadership in such situations is most effective
coming from the top – both in individual organizations
and across organizational, industry and even national
boundaries. Multistakeholder collaboration, including the
creation of channels between academia and industry
to share research and explore collaboration, will be vital
to ensure the development of scalable, sustainable and
effective architectures that benefit the world at large.
The journey to transformation will not be linear.
Organizations must be ready to experiment, learn, refine,
engage. Opportunities to get a head start exist by leveraging
existing standards, policies and initiatives. Small, safe
experiments can be used to build expertise. Consider, for
example, the Industrial IoT Safety Protocol.79 Safety is a
relatively straightforward win with IoT.

Architecture and standards
–– IoT use cases will evolve; therefore it is critical to
ensure that the chosen architecture is future-proof and
extensible. Businesses should consider industry-wide
use cases to ensure a full appreciation of where the
industry may go. Meanwhile, it is necessary to ensure
that the chosen architecture is not brittle and will permit
an evolution of the overall system as well as maintenance
and upkeep.
–– When planning the architecture of IoT systems, it is
important to consider if the physical object should have
a digital twin, and how much of the computation and
communication should be edge versus on the cloud.80
–– Communication standards should be used and matched
to specific needs: range, power, latency, bandwidth.
It is important to standardize data as much as
communication.

Security and privacy
–– Reference architectures should be created on which to
base security approaches.81 It is essential that security
and privacy are planned for from the very beginning. For
example, it is important to ensure that all systems can be
updated seamlessly and over the air.
–– New security and privacy approaches will be needed
as the cyberworld and physical worlds intersect. Joint
research efforts with major universities and industries can
help ensure continuously evolving thinking.
–– Clear, user-centric policies are needed for identification,
access control, authentication, data ownership and use.

–– It is critical to always think beyond the first installation.
What happens when a device fails? What are the
technical and people protocols for replacing the device?
What are the protocols for protecting against malicious
players, including employees and consultants, and
against Trojan-horse hardware and software? New
privacy protection technologies can be of significant
benefit in the realm of IoT.

Shared value creation
–– Cross-industry, cross-sector and cross-organizational
use cases should be documented and included in
roadmaps. It is important to look for shared value
creation across all partners including end consumers.
–– Incentives are needed for vendors to create interoperable
hardware, software and data standards so that all
members of the ecosystem can benefit. Misplaced
aspirations of lock-in will self-limit industry expansion.
–– Public-private partnerships can bring together the best of
government and industry. There are more stakeholders
in IoT than in many conventional industries due to its
broader reach, large scale and extensible utility.

Organizational development
–– IoT will bring significant changes to organizations
and ecosystems. This will result in changing business
models, individual incentives and organizational
boundaries. Steady leadership will be central to
navigating these changes.
–– Strategies are needed to develop the human capital
for the coming IoT revolution. A new design language
is emerging – but do you have people who speak IoT?
Organizations should consider new technologies, such
as virtual and augmented reality, to help train new
workers and to cope with an increasingly transient gig
economy workforce.
–– The emerging skills gap will require a massive retraining
effort. Radical new approaches to upskilling should
be considered, including online courses, intensive
workshops and so on.

Ecosystem governance
–– A governance council for the IoT ecosystem is greatly
needed. Sustainability and ensuring shared value
creation should be a key focus and goal for the council.
It is also vital that a security observatory be established
to share guidelines, standards, reference architectures,
test beds, best practices and timely warnings across
industries and sectors.
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–– A comprehensive philosophical framework should be
established for thinking about security, privacy and
safety in the IoT context. This is probably best done
in partnership with academia, from where the modern
principles of cyber (IT) have come – but they need to be
rethought for cyberphysical (IoT) applications.
–– Precompetitive consensus roadmaps should be
developed, as was done in the semiconductor industry
by SEMATECH82 and in the RFID industry using
Pelotons.83 Close collaboration with industry groups
such as the IIC and GS1 are key to a multistakeholder
approach.
–– New cross-industry training standards, certifications and
credentials should be encouraged and developed to
support shared learning and advancement.
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Conclusion
IoT is a game-changing opportunity that may substantially affect business and society. It is an
ecosystem opportunity – one with the potential to change businesses and governments from within,
as well as externally in society at large. This document provides a framework to examine IoT’s
potentially transformative set of technologies through the lens of the five pillars described.
Quantifying IoT’s value is difficult but, no matter the precise numbers, the impact – economically and
socially – could be massive. With partnerships in place, elevating society as a whole can be lucrative
and enriching for all parties. IoT, done right, could make everyday living safer, more efficient and more
convenient, and could make the world at large more sustainable, happier and friendlier. This paper
suggests IoT can be a new design language, where connectivity, computation, sensing and actuation
pair with recruitability and immersiveness to enable a better life for humans – in ways sometimes
visible and sometimes unseen and seemingly magical. Every smart thermostat has the potential to
reduce energy wastage, every smart parking meter to reduce traffic, and every sensor to improve
safety.
Nevertheless, IoT is currently a multifaceted, multiparty space with a largely uncoordinated group of
stakeholders. Technological advances from labs, start-ups and larger companies in this space, while
exciting, are somewhat inchoate and even chaotic – and run the risk of premature, heavy-handed
regulation. Even where regulation does not result, the move to launch quickly and gain a first-mover
advantage can be detrimental to industries, where ill-conceived roll-outs result in burned bridges
for partnerships and consumer perception problems. In many cases, the IoT space must anticipate
and avoid versions of a principal-agent problem through collaboration. For example, government
officials in cities may want extensive standardization while technology vendors may favour proprietary
approaches. More than ever, IoT requires the engagement of a large number of stakeholders in and
across organizations. This includes other companies, industries, governments, standards bodies and
the citizenry at large.
Major questions related to privacy, security, trust, sustainability and consumer guidelines need to
be addressed, not in a piecemeal fashion, nor jurisdiction by jurisdiction. The melding of digital and
physical systems, which could occur at great economic and geographic scale, needs the trust and
empowerment of end users. Beyond designing robust hardware or conventional cybersecurity alone,
the richness of IoT data makes it critical to be transparent and progressive in allowing participants
insight and control over their data ownership and sharing. Leaders need to rethink norms and
embrace IoT’s potential for change in a safe, scalable and effective way. The organizations best poised
to leverage IoT will form a clear vision and make it a CEO and C-suite priority, and will realign around
new, bolder visions for the future. Organizations must come together internally and as members of a
larger global community to develop IoT as an ecosystem play. Corporate roles will change, and having
adaptable teams and a willingness to pioneer new and evolving visions are a must. Organizations will
need to adapt to become worldlier and more cross-discipline, leveraging others’ competencies and
marketing their own internal excellence to partner organizations.
Industry bodies such as GS184 and the IIC85 are major forces in converging thinking in the retail
and industrial sectors. However, a cross-sector council is needed to wrestle with the problems and
issues outlined in this document. The World Economic Forum provides such a platform, as well as an
opportunity for broad consensus-building along these lines.
IoT has the potential to change the way people work, live and play, buy and sell, and interact. This
paper argues that it is a new design language – the plumbing of a better future – and that it can take
the old and make it new and fresh in a manner that is safe and secure. Our job must be to devise the
appropriate vocabulary and grammar to make sure that the language achieves its greatest potential
without unnecessarily introducing the potential to cause harm – whether intentional or not.
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